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Founder compensation in TradFi is highly tax-optimized. Founders typically pay little to no tax
up front when they receive restricted stock or carried interests, and pay tax at preferential
long-term capital gains rates only on an exit. The crypto space hasn’t yet figured out how to
replicate that tax efficiency with token grants to core developers. Here I present a proposal for
doing so.

Background
U.S. founders usually earn tax-optimized compensation in one of two ways: restricted stock or
carried interests.

1. Restricted stock. Founders who elect to report the value of their corporate stock at
grant aren’t subject to tax when vesting restrictions expire. A founder’s entire compensation
can be long-term capital gain if the stock they receive is worth zero at grant, it goes up in
value, and the founder holds onto it for more than a year before selling.  

2. Carried interests. A carried interest is issued by a partnership instead of a corporation
and entitles the grantee to an interest in the partnership’s future profits but not its current
capital. U.S. tax law allows carried interests to be valued at their ‘liquidation value’, which is the
amount that would be distributed to the grantee if the partnership liquidated immediately
after the grant. Because partnerships are pass-through entities for U.S. tax purposes, if a
partnership recognizes current income that economically benefits a grantee, the grantee is
taxed on the income even if that income is not distributed. But that usually doesn’t happen in
private equity or venture capital, where the carried interest entitles the grantees only to a
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portion of the gain (if any) recognized by the partnership on eventual sales of its portfolio
companies.  

Unvested Tokens 
In the crypto space, core developer compensation often mimics restricted stock. But tokens
aren’t actually subject to a traditional vesting schedule; instead, a smart contract or treasury
management team pays the tokens out periodically, and U.S. developers have to include the
tokens’ fair market value in income as they receive them. If the tokens have appreciated by the
time they are paid out, the devs are in a worse after-tax position than their TradFi
counterparts.

Proposal
My proposal draws from the SushiSwap protocol. The SushiSwap protocol uses a portion of
trading fees it generates to acquire its native token, SUSHI, on the secondary market, and then
locks the SUSHI up in an on-chain treasury. Investors can purchase xSUSHI, which represents a
share in the treasury, and do not pay U.S. tax on the xSUSHI until they sell it, even though it
economically represents a share of streamed trading fees. 

Assume that the core developers for a new protocol are issued a similar xToken when the
protocol launches. The xToken is valueless on issuance, but represents a share in a treasury
that is entitled to streamed rewards denominated in the protocol’s native tokens if the
protocol generates sufficient fees to acquire its native tokens on the secondary market.
Notwithstanding the streamed rewards to the treasury, the core devs likely would not report
taxable income until they eventually sell or redeem the xTokens, and then would report capital
gains instead of ordinary income. 

Future developers might even be issued new xTokens (e.g., ‘2023 xTokens’, ‘2024 xTokens’, etc.)
that represent a share in a new treasury. The new treasury would start with no assets, so that
the new xTokens wouldn’t have much taxable value at issuance, but the protocol’s native
tokens would be streamed to the new treasury (as well as the old treasuries) if the protocol
generates sufficient fee income in the future. 

Immediate redeemability might open the door for the IRS to ‘look through’ xTokens and tax
the streamed fees currently, so it might be prudent to restrict redeemability for at least a year
and a day to support long-term capital gain treatment. 
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Tax Structuring
My proposal’s allure depends on taxing developers at ordinary rates only on the value of their
xTokens when they receive them (which should be minimal), deferring additional taxes during
their holding period, and taxing them at long-term capital gains rates on disposition. Is that
tax treatment supportable? With appropriate structuring, I believe so.

Recall, a joint venture for profit is treated as an entity for U.S. tax purposes, even in the
absence of a juridical entity. Holders of xTokens are in a joint venture for profit because their
tokens represent shares in protocol fees, denominated in the protocol’s native token. 

Entities that are not organized in the United States are treated as foreign. A smart contract,
like one that issues xTokens, is not organized in the United States, so the smart contract likely
would be treated as a foreign entity. 

U.S. tax law prescribes different classifications for foreign entities, and an entity’s classification
affects how its equity holders are taxed. Partnership treatment would be problematic in this
context, because it would tax U.S. xToken holders on their share of undistributed protocol fees.
But foreign entities are treated as corporations instead of partnerships if less than 90% of their
income is ‘passive’ and their equity interests are readily tradable. Tokenized fee income
doesn’t meet the statutory definition of passive, and developers can make xTokens readily
tradable by setting up a Uniswap pool.

Foreign corporations are subject to U.S. corporate tax if they are ‘engaged in a U.S. trade or
business’. Developers can mitigate the risk of the IRS asserting that a smart contract is
engaged in a U.S. trade or business by ensuring that the ultimate decision to deploy the
contract is made and executed outside of the United States.

U.S. taxpayers can be subject to onerous consequences for investing in foreign corporations
that are ‘passive foreign investment companies’, or PFICs. But protocol fee income doesn’t
seem like the type of income that would cause an xToken smart contract issuer to be a PFIC.

Thus, xTokens likely can be structured to be treated as stock in a foreign corporation that is
not engaged in a U.S. trade or business and is not a PFIC. If so, U.S. developers should be
taxed on the value of the xTokens on receipt, but should not have income inclusions during
their holding period, even as protocol fees are streamed into the xToken treasury in the form
of the protocol’s native tokens.

Jason is a tax partner and co-head of the Digital Assets and Blockchain Practice at Fried, Frank, 
Harris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP.




